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       27TH JANUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 5 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ NEWS FOR THE LAZY NAVAL ACTION PLAYER NAVAL ENSIGN OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE: THE CURRENT TOP DOG. Russia continues to Luckily for Russia, only Russian clans can flip it. Alts stay away! dominate the Caribbean Russia and Sweden lose against GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 27.01.2020 NPC Raiders On the 27th day of the 1st month in the Year of GREGORY our Lord 2020, the Russian Empire continues to RAINSBOROUGH dominate the Caribbean as it has done so for months. 27.01.2020 Russian players took to the forum last night to complain about mechanics that have been in place for months. Russian players found themselves on the receiving end of some NPC justice yesterday as they snatched the port of Nassau from them. The Swedes on the same day at Saint John’s but took the loss in their stride saying, “well we suck at PvE so what did you expect?” It is common for If Russia loses, it is because the mechanics are wrong, Russian players to complain not them. against core game mechanics when they start losing and this time is no exception. This means that of all the nations on the server the only one to not lose against the NPC Raiders has been the British. This simply confirms what many players knew already: that the British are the biggest carebears on the server. IN THIS ISSUE THE RISING THE FREE POLAND ANNEXED BY ROOSTER CITY OF JOBE PRUSSIA… AGAIN PAGE 1 27TH JANUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 5 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ POLISH AND PRUSSIAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS RVR SUMMARY Poland annexed by Prussia… Again. RvR Roundup Prussians repeat real history GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 27.01.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The Prussians took the last Polish port on the 24.01.2020 map. Polish players tried to defend but were overwhelmed by Prussian numbers. The first Prussian forces decided to take the last time the Prussians attempted to take the Dutch Polish port on the map today. Prussian port of El Toco they were screened out by a sources say that the justification for doing so force of Dutch and French fleets. Following was that they needed the port to fight the this engagement French sources indicate that Dutch and that Polish players would the Prussians threatened them with destruction welcome the occupying forces. if they continued to help their friends. France politely declined. Unfortunately, on their This caused vivid flashbacks for Polish second attempt despite screening efforts they players who recall a similar incident several Poland being in the way, again. were able to secure the port. times throughout their own nation’s real history. The Soviets invaded them to help The Russians have continued their offensive them secure their “home” and two years later this weekend and undone the gains of that Germany invaded to invade someone else. were made last week by the Dutch. Dutch This mass triggering of Poles continued players did not properly contest either port when Prussia released a statement on the battle for reasons unknown. The war is tying forums. This said that in exchange for their up Russian resources allowing the Swedes to last crafting port Polish players would be push onto Russia’s ally GB to knock them out gathered up and shipped off to a new home, of Russia’s orbit. Russia has increased the somewhere, at some unspecified point in the amount of screening it provides for GB but it future if they’re good enough to contact is too little too late it seems. them. The British have bravely resisted the Swedish Prussian forces could easily have avoided onslaught these past weeks but the ports of taking the last Polish port by taking one of Haulover and Grindstone have finally fallen. the two American ports in the area but chose The white flag was flown as British flew the the easy option where they would encounter white flag this week as the Swedish fleet the least resistance. Unfortunately, the sailed into harbor. screening fleets compromising of Swedish, Prussia historically enjoyed picking on the Poles Dutch and French players failed to prevent the Prussian entering the port battle in trollequins. This was what the Prussians PIRATE FOREIGN POLICY decided upon using upon seeing the screening as they wanted to avoid fighting the coalition 1st rates. Free city of Jobe The last shipbuilding port of the Poles will now see a trickle of their few remaining GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH players head to free ports and switch to other nations or to purchasing perk reset permits 26.01.2020 on Global. The pirates have yet again beaten back Russian attempts to remove them from the Florida coast on behalf of their American vassals. Pirates won the recent port battle at Jobe by sitting patiently at the square fort while the Russians accumulated points, but not quick enough as they ran out of time. Some pirate clans have now joined the anti- Russia coalition and they have begun collaborating with what is termed the “NATO” countries of Sweden, France, the United Provinces and Spain. The pirates have long sat on the outskirts of the conflict but are being drawn closer to the NATO orbit by repeated attempts by Russia to remove the free city of Jobe from the map. The French (and others) are not impressed by this move. We can only hope that the free city of Jobe remains open to all so we can all share in the bounty of the Florida coastline. PAGE 2 27TH JANUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 5 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ OPINION The Rising Rooster GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH near Roseau and proceeded to mercilessly farm them. 26.01.2020 When HAVOC moved to Sweden the What was once a rare sight is now becoming an Russians quickly abandoned the area as uncommon one. The French since joining the NATO Swedish forces moved south and liberated alliance have kept their heads down and not joined in the island of Dominica for the French. The any of the multiflips but they have been of incredibly French since then have supported Swedish importance to the Dutch in the East. efforts in their war against Russia. The only thing holding them back is port battle The French are now mustering more and more ships to experience. fight against their enemies. The most notable at the An enthusiastic French player moment being the Prussians who have entered the Hopefully in the coming weeks we’ll be Eastern theatre near Gaytown. seeing more of the rooster irritating the bear and her allies. The enthusiasm is there, the The French had been under a perpetual state of seige French just need to get some practice in and since release when the Russian clan NN (comprised in time I’m sure they’ll become and RvR primarily of French players) and BF took ports force to be reckoned with. AMUSING GAME MECHANICS Danish AI screens for Danes Privateer fleet aids hostility GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 22.01.2020 A group of Danes decided to flip the Swedish port of Pasaje on the 21st much to the delight of the Swedes who love to kill all living things, including but not limited to Russians, Brits and bunnies. Hammy from HAVOC decided to intercept the hostile fleet but rather than meeting Danish players he was intercepted by something else. The AI it seems have a cruel sense of humour and despite being a Swedish port, a Danish Privateer fleet emerged on the horizon and tagged him. Terror gripped poor Hammy, he was unable to escape due to the speed of the fleet and he was tagged. As the battle countdown started, he realised he horror that his rare Danish Privateer fleet ganks HAVOC player Bellona would not be leaving for within 2 minutes and 30 seconds he was as dead as a dodo despite an immediate repair as the Privateer’s blasted into his sides killing the men trying to flee the sinking ship. STATE OF THE NATION Past week of Dutch RvR GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH nightflipped it taking it from the clan 27.01.2020 new BGL clan who did not realise that it could be flipped. The Russians have undone the Dutch gains from last week and retaken the ports of Cojoro and Casigua. The French have been a great help on the Neither port was fully contested by Dutch players Eastern front with screening. They who decided that Sunday was a day of some hardcore brought a substantial fleet to our aid and trading and PvE. Who needs crafting ports anyway? their screening fleet outnumbered ours. El Toco was unfortunately led by a clan The Americans managed to flip Pedernales due to a not on comms and with awful ships like mistake with the timer placement. Dutch hopes were Leopards in the fleet composition, dashed when WO failed to show up after assurances disaster was to be expected. Unity Brings Strength they would defend. The Americans then took advantage of the lack of timer on Guiria and PAGE 3 27TH JANUARY / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 5 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ BECOME A SPECIAL SNOWFLAKE TODAY! SNOW DISCORD LINK: HTTPS://DISCORD.GG/9J8YHBT ADVERTISE HERE (OR ELSEWHERE) FOR 10K DOUBLOONS! Contact Gregory Rainsborough on Game-Lab Forums for details. Advert space subject to availability and appropriateness and subject to approval of Editor. All adverts welcome including from nations currently in active hostility with the United Provinces. PAGE 4 
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